Montage / Assembly / Montage:

1. Insert the MQ channel.

2. Press down firmly. A click sound indicates proper insertion.

3. Ensure the channel is secure. Check for any misalignment.


Demontage/Disassembly/ Démontage:

1. Remove the MQ channel by carefully releasing it.

2. Rotate the channel 90° to disengage.

3. Lift the channel to remove it completely.

Channel I*

- 15 Nm (11 ft-lb)
- MQ-21.5 / MQ-41-L / MQ-41D-L

Channel II*

- 25 Nm (18 ft-lb)
- andere MQ Schienen / other MQ Channels / autres rails MQ

*Channel I: MQ-21.5 / MQ-41-L / MQ-41D-L  Channel II: andere MQ Schienen / other MQ Channels / autres rails MQ